SYLLABUS
FOR THE M.PHIL/P.H.D.ADMISSION TEST OF
MUSEOLOGY, DEPARTMENT, AMU.

Part – B

1. History of Development of Museum in India and World
   Types of Museums in India
   Para Museums
   Rural Museums and their problems
   Role of Museum in Society
   Museum in changing World
   Museum movement and International organization
   Professional Association and their relevance

   History of Documentation and methods of documentation
   Use of Computer and multimedia in Museums

3. General Principle of Presentation
   Organization and planning of gallery and exhibition
   Nature and type of exhibitions
   Type of Museum lighting, Natural and artificial light their merits and demerits
   Effect of light on textile, Painting, Natural History specimen etc.
   Selection of Material research for data input
   Execution of presentation (Layout, Exhibit design, stages of mounting and illumination)